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Natural Carbon Removal
Accounting Protocol

1. About this document
This document is one of four Oncra Protocol documents describing the carbon accounting rules for natural
carbon removal. The four protocols describe all possible global carbon sinks: on Land, in Oceans, in Rocks
and Constructions. The protocols build on the Oncra Guidelines, which describes how Protocols are a layer
on all current removal accounting, including existing methodology documents. The document outlines
standard protocol requirements, a growing number of specific protocols, then a generalised metric,
principles and requirements.

2. Standard Oncra Protocol requirements
Removal Process
A basic description of the removal process. The process may be photosynthesis or burial. Enhanced
weathering pathways are covered in the Rock Stored Carbon Protocol. Three TRL Level tiers are available,
as specified under Assessment Principles.

System and boundaries
A visual representation / mapping of the removal system, including clear system boundaries.
A short description of the system and scope 1, 2 and 3 emission sources. An LCA report must be provided
for Oncra Implementation level certification.

Credit point
The point in the system where the credit is quantified and measured is the credit creation point.

Quantification metrics
Choice for flow or project based quantification
Mathematical formula(s) for how the removed carbon is allocated over time (years)
Modelling provisions for possible reversal and permanence.

MRV protocol
Measuring, reporting and verification needs, including:
-
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Data gathering frequency and technologies
Methodology for relating measurements to model predictions
Reporting frequency and format
Independent verification needs
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3. Construction Crop Protocol
Removal Process
Removal pathway: Photosynthesis
Eligible stocks: Total Ecosystem Carbon (TEC): soil carbon, roots, above ground biomass
Eligible flows: Construction Stored Carbon (CSC) flows; the carbon in part of the harvest that ends up in
construction materials is eligible for certification, following the CSC Protocol.

System and boundaries
Scope 1. The system may be a field, farm, or ecosystem.
Scope 2. All inputs have to be considered. System elements adding less than 5% of the total project or
process emissions may be estimated.
Scope 3. Required when emissions are more than 20% of the removal.

Credit point
Ecosystem carbon stock change

Quantification metrics
Construction Crop carbon measurements follow the basic metric for Land Stored Carbon, as elaborated
below.

𝐿𝑆𝐶 = (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑒 − 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑏) × 𝑆 ×

𝐿(𝑚𝑎𝑥100)
100

MRV protocol
At least once per three years:
Soil Organic Carbon samples conform ISO 10694 (or comparable).
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4. Bamboo Protocol
Removal Process
Removal pathway: Photosynthesis
Eligible stocks: Total Ecosystem Carbon (TEC): soil carbon, roots, above ground biomass
Eligible flows: Construction Stored Carbon (CSC) flows; the carbon in part of the harvest that ends up in
construction materials is eligible for certification, following the CSC Protocol.

System and boundaries
Scope 1. The system may be a field, farm, or ecosystem.
Scope 2. All inputs have to be considered. System elements adding less than 5% of the total project or
process emissions may be estimated.
Scope 3. Required when emissions are more than 20% of the removal.
Carbon storage might happen when part of the produce is used for constructions (Construction Stored
Carbon), however for that storage the separate CSC protocol should be used.

Credit point
Moment of physical carbon sequestration by the bamboo plants and soil organisms.

Quantification metrics
Total Ecosystem Carbon (TEC), as set out in INBAR guidelines built on CDM AR-ACM0003

MRV protocol
At least once per three years:
Soil Organic Carbon samples conform ISO
Above ground biomass measurements using satellite data, for example CEDA data
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5. RegenAg protocol
Removal Process
Removal pathway: photosynthesis and decomposition of organic material.
Eligible stocks: Total Ecosystem Carbon (TEC): soil carbon, roots, above ground biomass
Excluded: Enhanced weathering pathways are covered in the Rock Stored Carbon Protocol. Three TRL
Level tiers are available, as specified under Assessment Principles

System and boundaries
Scope 1. The system may be a field, farm, or ecosystem.
Scope 2. All inputs have to be considered. System elements adding less than 5% of the total project or
process emissions may be estimated.
Scope 3. Required when emissions are more than 20% of the removal.

Credit point
Ecosystem carbon stock change

Quantification metrics
Carbon measurements follow the basic metric for Land Stored Carbon, as elaborated below.

𝐿𝑆𝐶 = (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑒 − 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑏) × 𝑆 ×

𝐿(𝑚𝑎𝑥100)
100

As a standard we distribute the first 12 years of carbon storage, assuming an accumulation phase of 20
years and a steady state phase after this for the rest of the project timeline.

MRV protocol
At least once per three years:
Soil Organic Carbon samples conform ISO
If relevant above ground biomass measurements using satellite data, for example CEDA data
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6. General Metric for accounting Land Stored Carbon
Description of the metric
Land Stored Carbon (LSC) is a project and portfolio analysis metric measuring the amount of carbon
dioxide (CO2) stored in and on soil (Total Ecosystem Carbon) for, or converted to match, 100 years. The
metric indicates the organic carbon (stock) contained in the ecosystem, assessed as increase versus a
pre-project baseline and converted to the equivalent amount of CO2 removed from the atmosphere. Land
Stored Carbon indicates how much CO2 is being kept out of the atmosphere by land based ecosystems
functioning as carbon sinks, and therefore does not add to global warming during time of storage.

𝐿𝑆𝐶 = (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑒 − 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑏) × 𝑆 ×

𝐿(𝑚𝑎𝑥100)
100

symbol

description

unit

LSC

Land Stored Carbon

kgCO2/e100y

TEC

Total Ecosystem Carbon

kg CO2 / ha

b

Baseline at year before project start

pe

Project end year

S

Project land surface

ha

L(max100)

Estimated duration of storage, maximum 100

year

.
To enable the comparison of carbon storage capacity between projects, LSC may be divided by project
Surface Area to obtain LSC / ha:

𝐿𝑆𝐶/ℎ𝑎 = (𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑒 − 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑏) ×

𝐿(𝑚𝑎𝑥100)
100

Finally, the metric of CSC, which is now by definition CSC for medium to long term (100 years or more),
may be assessed on a per Euro (or other currency) basis to compare projects, loans, investments or
portfolio’s on their carbon storage efficiency. This metric, LSC/€, will reflect an investment’s ‘stored carbon
intensity’ (SCI)1 just like emissions per investment are referred to as ‘carbon intensity’ of the investment.
This results in the following equation.

This CSI does not necessarily reflect the ‘degree of sustainability’; an expensive building with the same amount of CSC will
have a lower CSI compared to a more cheaper building, but the costs of course do not have to relate to the amount of carbon
stored. To make effective comparisons, more aspects should be considered, and more intricate approaches can be found, like
comparing only the costs of the materials and handling costs of the construction layers, excluding non-constructive finishing
elements.
1
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𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑆𝐶𝐼) = 𝐿𝑆𝐶/€ = 𝐶𝐶 ×

𝐿(𝑚𝑎𝑥100)
100

×

1
Σ€

Note that the 100 year timeframe does not mean the metric can be translated into a yearly storage value.
Division by the lifetime in years would lead to a lower value for projects with a longer lifetime, and also
removal (flow) and storage (stock) exist on other logical levels. The sole reason for a compensation factor
for project lifespan is to enable honest comparison between long term storage projects, by converting the
stored carbon weight to a ‘100 year equivalent’, only if the lifespan is less than 100 years.

Carbon sequestration via photosynthesis

Sequestration by photosynthesis and other carbon sources
Carbon removal in biobased construction is based on the natural process of photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis is the basis of a process that enables the storage of carbon, by converting and
sequestering carbon dioxide (see below, ‘Carbon dioxide and carbon’), mitigating climate change. While a
very basic concept, this means that in a biobased economy our construction products will be grown
instead of mined; eg. plants and trees grow, while lime for cement is taken from fossil, ancient (mostly)
biogenic (e.g. seashell) deposits. This perspective highlights the actual similarities in the comparison
between fossil versus renewable energy on the one side and conventional versus biobased construction
on the other. Stabilization of the climate necessitates a transition from an economy based on old plants
and animals (fossil fuels, cement) towards one based on new plants; from the use of old solar energy
towards direct solar energy use through either solar panels, wind and water energy, and new plants. In
this sense, measuring for construction stored carbon enables incentivising the shift from fossil to
renewable construction practices.
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Carbon dioxide and carbon
When the gas, carbon dioxide, is taken up through photosynthesis, the carbon and oxygen molecules are
separated, the oxygen is released and the carbon gets stored. Measuring this carbon in CO2 equivalent
units has become the standard in carbon accounting practice. Converting from weight in carbon to weight
in CO2 is done by multiplying the number by 44/122 (1 kg carbon is 44/12kg CO2).

Other greenhouse gases not measured
CO2 is not the only greenhouse gas. CSC however does not measure other greenhouse gases. Other
greenhouse gases, like methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), are often emitted in the process, but these
processes are out of scope of the metric as these gases are not stored in materials at significant scales.

100 year timescale
The CO2 equivalent weight is corrected for the 100 year storage timescale if a shorter storage lifespan is
to be expected, so that the carbon storage can be compared to other carbon storing approaches. The 100
year timespan is generally used in IPCC modelling and reporting, for example in the first special report on
carbon dioxide capture and storage (IPCC 2005). The 100 year time period was based on an arbitrary,
political choice made as a basis for the Kyoto Protocol, in dealing with the comparison of the relative
global warming potentials of different greenhouse gases (Kendall 2012, Vogtländer 2014). In LCA
practice, this 100 year timescale has been adopted as the cut-off point between short-term and long-term
storage. For these reasons, the LSC metric is based on this timespan of one century.

The atomic weight of carbon (C) is 12 atomic mass units, oxygen (O) is 16, there are two oxygen atoms in CO2 so the total
weight of carbon dioxide is 12 + 2x16 = 44.
2
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7. Principles and requirements
PCAF greenhouse gas accounting principles
The core principles of greenhouse gas accounting for the financial sector have been set out in the PCAF
Accounting and Report standard report (PCAF 2020), which builds on the principles as set out by GHG
Protocol3 (figure below). Following GHG Protocol the standard requires scope 3 inventories4 to be
complete, consistent, relevant, accurate and transparent, with additional PCAF requirements for
recognition, measurement, attribution, data quality and disclosure. These principles all apply for carbon
removal accounting as well. The requirements for ‘measurement’ in the PCAF principles already have a
provision for carbon removal, stating that “... removed emissions can also be measured if data is available
and methodologies allow” (PCAF 2020, p34). This current report aims to complement these
methodologies with a specific metric for carbon removed and stored.
To define when a practice can be considered to lead to actual carbon dioxide removal (CDR), Tanzer and
Ramírez have laid out four principles (Tanzer & Ramírez 2019). These principles have been extensively
quoted and analysed by the EU funded Zero Emissions Platform (ZEP 2021).

The four core CDR accounting principles
1.

Carbon dioxide is physically removed from the atmosphere.

2.

The removed carbon dioxide is stored out of the atmosphere in a manner intended to be
permanent.

3.

Upstream and downstream greenhouse gas emissions, associated with the removal and
storage process, are comprehensively estimated and included in the emission balance.

4.

The total quantity of atmospheric carbon dioxide removed and permanently stored is greater
than the total quantity of carbon dioxide equivalent emitted to the atmosphere.

Following these principles ensures that carbon dioxide is actually taken out of the atmosphere, so global
warming is geophysically mitigated. Because these principles are somewhat self-evident and well
described in the above mentioned sources, this report advises to follow these principles in all carbon
accounting practices, and for them to be added to the PCAF GHG Protocol principles for scope 3
inventories. In effect they add full life cycle assessment systematics for carbon removal to the emission
accounting requirements (Box above).

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP), initiated by the World Resource Institute and World Business Council on Sustainable
Development in 1998, provides accounting and reporting standards, sector guidance, calculation tools and trainings for
businesses and local and national governments.
4
Scope 3 refers to indirect emissions related to products or services earlier or later in the value chains. They are opposed to
scope 1 (direct) and scope 2 (indirect energy related) emissions.
3
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Additional PCAF requirements of GHG accounting and reporting are derived from the GHG Protocol’s five principles
Source PCAF 2020, figure 4-1, page 34
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LSC based credits: the Oxford Principles
As LSC describes carbon dioxide taken and stored away from the atmosphere, it may play a role in the
creation of carbon credits and eventual offsets (certificates used to compensate emissions by individuals,
organisations or jurisdictions). Offsetting carries several serious systemic risks, like problematic
‘additionality’: in 2016 the European Commission found that 85% of offsets failed to reduce emissions
(Öko-Institut for DG CLIMA 2016). There is also a risk of greenwash: offsetting cheaply and advertising
climate neutrality while continuing emissions.
In 2020, a group of experts from across the University of Oxford comprised a set of principles for effective
use of carbon offsets, published as The Oxford Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting, or
Oxford Principles (Allen et al 2020). The group tried to answer the question how carbon offsets can be
used to deliver net zero emission commitments without greenwash, while stimulating the right kind of
credit supply. They identified four principles for responsible offset practices (box below)

The Oxford Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting
1.

Cut emissions, use high quality offsets, and regularly revise offsetting strategy as best practice
evolves

2.

Shift to carbon removal offsetting

3.

Shift to long-lived storage

4.

Support the development of net zero aligned offsetting

Land Stored Carbon as proposed in this current report aligns with most of the Oxford Principles. LSC
based credits would make high quality additional offsets (part of principle 1) if the price per ton CO2 is
sufficient to cover the potential extra costs for biobased construction. LSC describes carbon removal by
definition (principle 2), and long-lived storage (principle 3) depending on the end of life arrangements (see
section Burn, Bury or Reuse?). LSC credits are currently innovative, so they are supportive to the
development of net zero aligned offsetting (principle 4). Whether the entity buying the offsets cuts its
own emissions (principle 1 part 1) is outside the scope of LSC, but apart from that LSC credits align well
with the Oxford Principles. In the diagram in the figure below, taken from Allen et al 2020, LSC offsets
would fall in category V (Carbon removal with long-lived storage), as the stored carbon in LSC is by
default converted to an at least 100 year timescale.
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